[Developmental genes].
In the present review article, we have attempted to define and class the so called "developmental genes". This designation applies to genes whose activity is involved in lineage determination, in differentiation pathways or in the modes of tissue or organ formation. A special emphasis has been given to genes controlling the body plan in the course of development. Three main subclasses of such genes are described: genes involved in very early development by establishing the anteroposterior or dorso-ventral axes of the embryo (or of the insect larva); segmentation genes; homeotic genes containing an homeodomain (HD) motif and homeotic-related genes (with a "LIM" or "PAX" motif). While classical (HD containing) homeotic genes were initially discovered and studied in drosophila, their general occurrence in many other species, particularly in vertebrates was soon reported. They are characterized phylogenetically speaking, by a high degree of sequence similarities and chromosomal organization, although their number appears much greater in vertebrates than in insects due to successive duplication and chromosomal distribution events. In vertebrates they are essentially involved in the development of the central nervous system. Large varieties of genes with "LIM" or "PAX" motifs have been reported, and many subclasses can be distinguished depending upon the presence or absence of distinct peptidic motifs within the genes under concern. The peptidic domains encoded by the LIM motifs include "Zn finger" containing varieties which are involved in protein-protein interactions. The roles of genes with a LIM motif vary according to the type of sub-variety (organization of the central nervous system; axonal distribution of peripheric nerves at distinct levels of the spinal cord, control of tissue differentiation, etc.). "Pax" genes include a DNA binding domain (encoded by the "paired" motif) with variable sequences and organization, which is sometime in the vicinity of an homeodomain. Generally speaking "Pax" genes behave like controlling elements in the development of the brain or of tissues derived from the neural crest.